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Summary

Software development is a collaborative activity that requires teams of software engi-
neers to cooperate and work in parallel on versions of models. However, model
management techniques such as model differencing, merging, and versioning have
turned out to be difficult challenges, due to the complexity of operations and graph-
like nature of models. Therefore, a well-developed support for model merging
process, as well as conflict management, is highly desired.
This paper presents a novel process for model merging, called the E3MP process.
Model merging is a significant problemwhere there are different versions of a system
model amongstmodeler teams. E3MP includes three components implemented in the
Epsilon framework. First, modelers can define domain-specific rules that customize
the merging process. Second, E3MP enables an automated method for syntactic and
semantic conflict detection amongst different versions of the system model. Third,
E3MP puts forward a pattern-based approach for conflict resolution. We applied two
generic benchmarks to assess conflict detection and resolution of our approach and
carried out an initial scalability evaluation for the model merge with largemodels and
large change sets. The results of our experiments revealed that the proposed process
allows generating consistently and semantically correct merged models.
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1 INTRODUCTION5

The software engineering community has always been looking for ways to overcome the complexity of software development6

by raising the level of abstraction and introducing more automation in the process1. Following this goal, Model-Driven Devel-7

opment (MDD) is introduced as a new paradigm of software engineering in which systems are automatically generated from8

the models. Models, as first-class citizens of MDD, describe systems at multiple levels of abstraction and provide one or more9

viewpoints of the system from different perspectives2. Every model is as an instance of another higher level model, called10

meta-model. In MDD, models are converted into the system code via programs that are called transformations.11

Due to the collaborative nature of software development3, teams of software engineers have to work in parallel on versions12

of models which subsequently need to be integrated. Consequently, techniques to support model management are necessary for13

collaborative modeling4.14
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Model management is a set of techniques and tools to support coordination between model-driven artifacts, e.g., models,1

transformations, and metamodels4. Model management aims at understanding the status of models during the software devel-2

opment lifecycle to increase efficiency and ensure that less tedious work has to be done when evolving models. Among model3

management techniques, model versioning is vital to enable efficient collaborative development of models and support model4

integration. To this end, three techniques for model merging have been introduced. The scenario is that two modelers have made5

changes on an original model, and we want to have one integrated model which reflects all changes. The first technique is raw6

merging, that simply applies the changes made by both modelers. The second technique is two-way merging, that compares7

two different versions of models and merges them into a single version without considering the common ancestor version. The8

third technique is three-way merging, that involves the common ancestor version to determine the change operations between9

the changed versions and its ancestor version5.10

Among these three techniques, three-way merging is the best technique for the realization of collaborative development of11

models since it considers the common ancestor model and provides the required information that is essential for finding and12

resolving conflicts as well as generating the merged output directly5.13

In this paper, we present a novel process, called E3MP, for merging models utilizing the three-way technique. The process,14

which is implemented based on the Epsilon6 framework, enables the modelers to detect and resolve different types of conflicts15

for UML and EMF models.16

Epsilon is an easily available, popular, and comprehensive platform that provides a family of languages and tools which can17

be used to perform all model management tasks such as model comparison, transformation, and validation. Epsilon languages18

are task-specific and concrete syntax agnostic that can be applied on models expressed as UML, EMF, or even Z notation7.19

Epsilon programs can be used in plain Java or be reused in other Epsilon programs. An interesting feature of Epsilon is pattern20

matching, which supports definition and detection of patterns on models. To the best of our knowledge, only some graph-based21

model transformation languages such as Hensshin8 and TGGs9 support patterns and no other model management tool has such22

a capability. However, it must be emphasized that the Epsilon platform has only focused on two-way merging and does not23

support three-way merging. This shortcoming limits the power of Epsilon in detecting and resolving conflicts which may happen24

during the merging process.25

To alleviate the aforementioned issue, we introduce the E3MP process for model merging using the Epsilon platform. This26

process is based on three-way merging and helps software engineers combine versions of the same model using a configurable27

process. It provides the modelers with comparing, matching, and merging capabilities according to the user-defined rules. In28

this process, all the similar elements can be identified, and this prevents the occurrence of semantic equivalent conflicts on the29

input versions. A conflict detection and resolution approach is also integrated into the process to facilitate the generation of the30

merged model. In this approach, all syntactic conflicts implied by a meta-model as well as several semantic conflicts which can31

be described by validation patterns are detected and resolved. All user-defined constraints that guide the process to validate the32

consistency of the merged model are also supported.33

To evaluate the accuracy of our process, we performed a case study. In our experiments, we calculated the accuracy of34

conflict detection and resolution in E3MP for two different benchmarks using quality metrics that formalize the correctness and35

completeness. We also investigated the effect of increasing the size of the model and the number of changes on the execution36

time of the merging process. The results show that our process detects all conflicts correctly, and the required execution time had37

linear growth by increasing the number of modelers changes. However, the execution time had exponential growth by increasing38

the size of the original model, which is due to the weakness of the Epsilon framework in working with large models.39

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:40

• A novel process for the three-way model merging using the Epsilon framework.41

• An inference approach to protect the merged model from the semantic equivalent conflicts.42

• A pattern-based method to detect and resolve conflicts, particularly syntactic and semantic conflicts that may be described43

as user-definable validation constraints.44

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background of the model merging process. Section 345

presents a motivating example for merging versions of an order management system. In section 4, an overview of our merge46

process is provided, and a detailed explanation of the implemented toolkit is reported in section 5. Section 6 reports and discusses47

the experimental results of a case study to evaluate meta-model independency, correctness, completeness, and scalability of our48

process. Section 7 reports the related work, and we conclude the paper in Section 8.49
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2 BACKGROUND1

This section aims to describe model versioning strategies and introduce some background about approaches and challenges in2

the model merging process. First, we review two possible strategies of model versioning and describe when a merging process is3

needed. Next, we define the recent model comparison approaches and introduce techniques which are used for model merging.4

Finally, we review the different categories of conflicts in the model merging process and discuss the detection and resolution of5

them.6

2.1 Model versioning strategies7

According to Brosch et al.10, pessimistic and optimistic versioning are two different versioning strategies to cope with the parallel8

evolution of one artifact. When pessimistic versioning is applied, an artifact is locked while it is modified by one user. Because9

other users cannot perform any changes to the locked artifact, conflicts are completely prevented in this strategy. However, the10

drawbacks are possible idle times for users waiting for a locked artifact to be released. To avoid such idle times, optimistic11

versioning enables the users to modify the same artifact in parallel and independently of each other. The typical workflow of12

optimistic versioning is where two developers check out the same artifact from a shared repository and independently modify13

their working copies in parallel. Whenever both developers complete their work and perform a check-in, the merging process is14

started to produce the merged version. However, when concurrent modifications by several developers are allowed, the merging15

process is a time-consuming and tedious task. The merging process may be divided into four distinct phases5,11:16

1. Comparison phase that identifies the differences or similarities between two concurrently modified versions.17

2. Reconciliation phase that uses results of the previous phase to identify and resolve potential conflicts, namely, conflict18

detection and resolution. The conflict detection refers to explore conflict in merging concurrent changes of different19

modelers, and the resolution is used to resolve the detected conflicts either automatically or manually.20

3. Merging phase that uses a merging algorithm for creating a new consolidated version that combines all intentions behind21

all concurrently performed modifications to an integrated case.22

4. Conformance checking phase that checks inconsistencies in the merged model for fixing and removing them to acquire a23

final form of the merged model.24

In the following, an overview of approaches used in comparison and merging phases is provided. Then, conditions of conflict25

occurring in the three-way merging process are reviewed. Finally, the general process of merging models via Epsilon is briefly26

described by focusing the attention on its issues and limitations.27

2.2 Model Comparison Approaches to Identify the Matches or Differences28

Model comparison aims to identify the similarities and differences between models. The results can be used for human under-29

standing, evolution management, or model versioning. Based on the information which is used to compare versions of the model,30

current comparison approaches for model versioning can be categorized into operation-based and state-based comparison5.31

The operation-based approach relies on the comparison of the change operations executed in modifying the original version.32

The modelers apply comparison algorithms, getting sequences of change operations as inputs. The change operations might33

be interdependent; hence, their execution order must be preserved since all simple and complex change operations should be34

recorded respectively in the modification time. However, the operation recording creates a strong dependency on the applied35

editor.36

In the state-based comparison, only the states of the elements, which are existed in the versions, are required. This means37

that no additional information, such as sequences of change operations, needs to be recorded. The state-based approaches rely38

on matching techniques in order to calculate a mapping between the elements of different versions to identify similarities and39

detect differences. Static identity-based, similarity-based, or signature-based are different matching techniques that are used to40

create this mapping. In addition, some approaches utilize custom language-specific matching algorithms, which work with a41

specific modeling language12.42

In static identity-based matching, universally unique identifiers (UUIDs) are used as the persistent and unique identifier to43

detect matched elements. In similarity-based matching, features of elements are compared to calculate the level of similarity44
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between two elements. In signature-based matching, an element that is calculated from a user-defined function is considered as1

a unique signature.2

2.3 Merging Techniques3

To integrate different versions of a model, a merging technique is required. Raw merge, two-way merge, and three-way merge4

are three different techniques which are used for this purpose13. Fig. 1 shows the typical scenarios for all three merging variants5

in optimistic versioning.6

FIGURE 1 Variants of merging techniques14

These scenarios share a common starting situation in which one version (V) has been checked in by two users who edited the7

artifact in parallel. Assuming version V is checked out first, the different merging algorithms are applied to merge the versions8

V1 and V2 with Vm.9

Rawmerging simply applies a sequence of changes on the original version (V) to produce merged version (Vm). This sequence10

of changes is a combination of the changes performed by both developers5. For example, as shown in Fig. 1.a, a sequence of11

changes c2 was initially performed independently of another sequence of changes c1 and is later combined with c1 to produce12

merged version (Vm). During this type of merge, inconsistency arises if any changes fail (because it is applied to a nonexistent13

object). Furthermore, in raw merging, not all conflicting parallel modifications can be detected. It often happens that one change14

“wins” and as a consequence, the other is overridden.15

A two-way merge, as shown in Fig. 1.b compares two different versions V1 and V2 and merges them into a single version16

Vm without having access to the version from which V1 and V2 are built. This type of merging technique suffers from two17

disadvantages. First, comparing two versions cannot identify if, e.g., an element has been created in version V1 or deleted in18

V2 because no information about the common ancestor version is available. Second, it cannot be determined if one element19

has been modified in both versions or just in one. However, precise findings on which elements have been updated, inserted, or20

deleted are a necessary preliminary for detecting and resolving conflicts in order to obtain a consistent and consolidated version21

of the artifact.22

Three-way merging, as appeared in Fig. 1.c also involves the common ancestor version V of V1, and V2. It can, therefore, be23

regarded as a stronger variant of two-way merging as it tries to integrate two sequences of change activities rather than inferring24

only one sequence. To determine the change activities, a comparison is made between the modified version V1 and its ancestor25

version V and, consequently, between the modified version V2 and V. Since the common ancestor version is now available for26

the comparison, the disadvantages identified for two-way merging are obsolete for three-way merging. With three-way merging,27

editing activities can bemore accurately identified. Hence, three-waymerging enables the detection ofmultiple types of conflicts.28

Since three-way merging provides better detection of conflicts, which is obviously essential to promote resolution support, it is29

the most commonly used variant of the merging technique.30

2.4 Conflict Definition31

During the merging of two versions that are modified in parallel, conflicts may arise if the elements of one version are incom-32

patible with the elements of the other version. In such situation, two versions cannot be integrated into a unique version or the33
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merge would result in an inconsistent merged version. The main root of conflicts is the existence of contradicting operations,1

which do not commute10.2

Furthermore, in the model merging, other types of conflicts may also be occurred by considering syntax and semantics of3

models. Mens15 has categorized the merging conflicts into textual, syntactic, structural, and semantic. In the following, we4

briefly reviewed each category.5

Textual conflicts concern the contradictions which are detected by a line-based comparison of the textual representation of6

artifacts; thus, it considers text elements such as paragraph, line, sentence, word, or character.7

Syntactic conflicts are those which take the modeling language syntax into account. This type of conflict may be detected by8

comparing the tree or graph, which directly describes the syntax of the artifact.9

Structural conflicts, aka composite operation conflicts, arise when composite operations, such as refactoring, are applied on10

the model, and the merge algorithm cannot take a unique decision. With the precise information about the composite operation,11

the different underlying decision can be prevented, and the merged result should be restructured uniquely.12

Semantic conflicts go beyond the generic techniques of conflict detection and need to consider the semantics of the artifacts.13

Three types of semantic conflicts are as follows: static semantic, behavioral, and semantic equivalent. In this context, static14

semantic conflicts refer to issues and side effects which remain hidden in the merged version without considering the artifact15

semantics5. The violation of hierarchy constraints and incompatible types are two examples of static semantic conflicts. Behav-16

ioral semantic conflicts rely on the runtime semantics and consider the execution behavior of described systems. This type of17

conflict denotes different or unexpected behavior in the merged model for models that describe the behavior of systems. Finally,18

semantic equivalent conflicts denote contradicting conditions in which modifications with the same meaning exist in two ver-19

sions and while only one of them should be applied in the merged model. However, both modifications are applied because of20

their different appearance. Such conflicts can be preserved by identifying similar elements.21

2.5 The Epsilon Merging Process: Overview and Limitations22

The Epsilon Merging Language (EML)11 is a rule-based language for merging two models. It provides the tool support on top23

of the Epsilon platform where the need for a model merging engine emerged. EML is a hybrid language (i.e., declarative rules24

with imperative bodies) that supports merging for both homogenous and heterogeneous models.25

Epsilon provides a task-specific and customizable process for the two-way merging of UML and EMF models. It tries to26

realize the overall four consecutive phases of merge process (see section 2.1) using the combination of three Epsilon languages.27

First, the Epsilon Comparison Languages (ECL)16, is used to create a matching to support comparison and conformance phases28

by the decisions which are made by the compare and conform blocks of the ECL rules respectively. Then, EML provides two29

different types of rules; (1) merged-rules that produce target model elements for matches that have been identified in the previous30

phase, and (2) transformed-rules that transfer unmatched elements from two source models into the target model. Finally, the31

Epsilon Validation Language (EVL)17, is used to polish the target model and remove inconsistencies to produce its final form.32

Themain advantages resulting from using a rule-based language for each phase of merging process are orthogonality, reusabil-33

ity, and uniformity6. Epsilon proffers rule-based languages that provide facilities for software engineers that can focus on each34

activity of the merging process and write a set of customized rules for matching, merging, or fixing elements in models. They35

can also reuse rules in the other Epsilon programs. However, it must be emphasized that the Epsilon merging process has only36

focused on two-way merging and does not support three-way merging. Three-way merging additionally includes the common37

version and may be considered as a robust variant of two-way merging5. This shortcoming limits the power of Epsilon in detect-38

ing and resolving conflicts which may happen during the merging process. Mainly, semantically equivalent elements are types39

of matching that will not be identified with ECL rules and must be detected to prevent the semantic equivalent conflicts in model40

merging.41

3 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE42

In this section, to illustrate the conflicts that may arise in optimistic model versioning, we use a typical example of collabora-43

tive model development (adapted from Brosch et al.10 and Mansoor et al.18). This example describes a UML fragment of the44

structural view (a class diagram) for an order management system. The main reason for choosing UML models is that the UML45

meta-model is well known and we do not need to describe it here. However, we emphasize that our process can also be applied46
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FIGURE 2Motivating Example: Evolution of an Order Management System by two modelers
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to arbitrary EMF models. In this example, it is supposed that two software engineers, Harry and Sally, are concurrently working1

on developing an order management system that should provide one centralized place to manage orders from all sales channels.2

To support their collaboration, they use a common repository for exchanging under development artifacts. One day, both Harry3

and Sally check out the latest version of the models, which is named Original Version in Fig. 2 from the repository and begin4

making their changes.5

First, Harry performs the following modifications. In the original version of the class diagram, he adds a new class Shipping-6

Info that has a composition relationship with class Order. Then, Harry adds an association between the classes Customer and7

Payment with multiplicities 1 for both ends, and he also adds attribute surname to class User. He further renames the operation8

calcTotal() of class Order to calcTotalCost() and renames the attribute status of this class to orderStatus. Also, he renames the9

class Goods to Product and class Agent to Purchaser, and he adds a generalization from Purchaser to class Customer. Finally,10

he removes the operation authorized() from the Credit and Check classes and adds it to the class Payment.11

In the meanwhile, being unaware of Harry’s modifications, Sally completes the original version of the class diagram for12

payment types by adding class Cash as a subclass of Payment. Then she adds attribute FamilyName to class User and also13

adds a generalization from class User to class Agent. Sally further adds association do between class Customer and Payment14

with multiplicities 1 and * respectively. She also renames class Goods to Item and operation calcTotal() to calcTotalCost().15

Also, she connects class Supplier to the class Item by introducing association supply. Then she adds attribute isSatisfied to class16

OrderDetail. Finally, she introduces the enumeration class Status and changes the type of attribute status in class Order from17

String to Status.18

After finishing modifications, two compatible versions of the model are created that should be merged when both engineers19

check-in their version. However, a tentatively merged version in Fig. 3.a shows that some concurrent modifications made by20

Harry and Sally, such as renaming class Goods in the class diagram are incompatible. In addition, various types of syntactic21

and semantic conflicts are occurred by performing some modifications such as adding pay and do associations or pulling up the22

authorized() method in one side and adding class Cash in another side. The various types of conflicts that sometimes occurred23

according to the modeling language show the need to a three-way merging process that integrates versions to a consistent merged24

version, such as Fig. 3.b, and can support conflict detection and resolution according to a set of rules which are user-defined.25

It is worth noting that Epsilon provides a framework that supports several task-specific languages which provide facilities to26

merging versions of UML or EMFmodels in a two-way manner. Therefore, producing a configurable three-way merging process27

based on the Epsilon framework that supports a task-specific conflict detection and resolution approaches, can benefit from the28

advantages of this framework, such as working based on a set of user-definable rules. As it was mentioned in the Introduction29

section, the main contribution of this paper is a configurable three-way merging process that supports producing an integrated30

version while maximizing its consistency by preserving and removing conflicts.31

4 EPSILON-BASED THREE-WAYMERGING PROCESS (E3MP)32

This section introduces the workflow of our proposed Epsilon-based three-way merging process. The main objective of this33

process is to provide a user-customizable mechanism that enables the software engineers to the detection and resolution of34

conflicts that may arise in merging the concurrent changes to the models. As discussed in section 2.1, a model merging process35

can be divided into four phases, i.e., Comparison, Reconciliation, Merging, and Conformance. Fig. 4 shows our Epsilon-based36

three-way merging process that covers all four consecutive phases of the merge process as well as supporting conflict detection37

and resolution to produce a single consistent merged model. In this process, which is built on top of the Epsilon framework, to38

perform operations of each phase, several user-defined Epsilon scripts are applied.39

In the following, we will give an overall view of the proposed process. The proposed process takes two versions of the model40

to be merged (as indicated by Version1 and Version2 in Fig. 4) and their common ancestor (i.e., Original Model). These models41

are used to compute a matching trace for each version. The process also needs a number of user-defined sets of rules that are used42

for comparison, conflict detection and resolution, merging, and conformance phases. The first phase employs the comparison43

and matching activities to identify a list of matched elements, which are namedMatchList, for each new version.44

The similar elements can be inferred from these MatchLists to reform versions for preserving semantic equivalent conflicts45

and preparing them for conflict detection and resolution activities in the second phase. By going into the second phase, i.e., the46

Reconciliation phase, several user-defined patterns are used to check for conflict conditions on the inputs and to solve the detected47

conflicts by (semi)automatic resolution strategies. The outputs of the conformance phase are two compatible versions of models48
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FIGURE 3 Two possible solutions for merging versions of Order Management System in Fig. 2

which then can be integrated together in theMerging phase to produce a single target version which reflects modelers’ changes.1

After the merging phase, the target version may require a fewmodifications or restructuring, which is provided by a customizable2

set of consistency constraints in the Conformance phase. The output model of the Conformance phase is a consistent merged3

model that is delivered to the modeler as final target model.4

In the following, first, we describe each phase of the three-way merging process in more detail by focusing on the5

main contributions that are made in this research. Then, we explain how our approach handles various types of conflicting6

combinations.7

4.1 Comparison phase8

When a user modifies the original version, a new version of the model is created. The changes, particularly for adding or9

updating similar and equivalent elements, must be identified. The purpose of the Comparison phase is to compare each element10

of a new version with the corresponding element in the original version. This results in identifying similar elements, as well11
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FIGURE 4 Epsilon-based Three-way Merging Process

as determining the equivalent elements in both versions. For doing this, two activities named Comparison and Matching are1

performed continuously when users submit their revised versions. The first activity, i.e., Comparison, automatically detects2

various updates on the new version in comparison to the original version. The second activity, i.e.,Matching activity, is started3

by providing a list of potential equivalent elements using the matching mechanism. This activity tries to find the elements that4

are Equivalent by interacting with the user. The result of these two activities will be transferred to the next phase (Reconciliation5

phase) to continue the integration operation. In the following, we demonstrate each activity for a part of the motivating example,6

which is shown in Fig. 2.7

• Comparison activity: This activity uses the Epsilon Comparison Language (ECL) to find similarities between two ver-8

sions (the original version and a new version of the model), without using UUIDs. To do so, an ECL file accompanied9

by two versions of the model is received from the user. After loading the received files, all elements of two versions are10

compared based on the matching features specified by the ECL rules that do a comparison on the state-based manner. The11

output of this comparison is aMatchTrace file that determines each element of the first version is similar to which element12

in the other version. The result of the comparison activity for a part of the motivating example is shown in Fig. 5. For this13

activity, which is run automatically without user intervention, we could also use EMF Compare instead of ECL. The EMF14

Compare provides generic support for any kind of metamodel in order to compare models and the required MatchTrace15

can be calculated using it.16

• Matching activity: For some cases, it is necessary to consider the semantics and behavior of the elements in recognizing17

the similarity and the equivalence of the elements. In these cases, using only the ECL rules is not adequate, and we18

need another approach to identify similar or equivalent elements. For this reason, in the proposed process, when the user19

receives the modified version, the result ofComparison activity is displayed, and if needed, the user modifies the displayed20

result. In addition, for the elements that we cannot find identical counterparts, possible similar elements based on the type21

and context of the element will be shown to the user to mark them as an equivalent element. Hence, using the matching22

activity, the equivalent elements are determined according to the decision of the user who modifies the model.23
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FIGURE 5 A sample of MatchTrace for Comparison activity

All the elements that are marked as equivalent elements are added to theMatchTrace for future use in the merging process.1

Therefore, the output of this activity is a MatchList of similar and equivalent elements that are stored for use in the2

Inference activity of the Reconciliation phase. Fig. 6 shows the output of theMatching activity for a part of the motivating3

example. In Fig. 6, the red intermediate relations show the equivalent elements to the user. As an example, class Goods in4

the Original Version in Fig. 2 corresponds to class Product in Harry’s Version in Fig. 2. However, it is hard (and perhaps5

impossible) to identify this similarity without getting the modeler’s opinion, The Matching activity helps our process to6

get the modeler’s intention at the check-out and save the match results.7

In order to get the modeler’s intention, we use the model matching algorithm that is shown in Algorithm 1. This algorithm8

consists of twomain parts and takesMatchTrace, which is the output of comparison activity, and two versions of the model9

named Left and Right and returns the final matches namedMatchList as a result. In the first part of this algorithm, all the10

found matches are listed to get modeler’s approval for adding to the MatchList, and in the second part, similar elements11

that are not found by Comparison activities are added upon modeler’s confirmation.12

4.2 Reconciliation phase13

When the activities of the comparison phase are performed, and two MatchLists are provided, the Reconciliation phase can be14

started. This phase intent to discover and eliminate the potential conflicts that may happen in the merge time. This phase is15

divided into three activities called inference, detection, and resolution. In the following, these activities are described in detail.16
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• Inference activity: Consider a situation in which an element of the original version is modified by one of the designers.1

With the state-based comparison language of the Epsilon framework and without using UUID, identifying this change2

is not possible. This causes that in the merging phase, the base element is removed, and the change is considered as3

adding a new element. However, recognizing these types of changes are imperative and critical in a three-way merge. As4

an example of such situation, consider the case that both designers will individually modify one element of the original5

version. If these modifications are not identified and are concerned as adding new elements, at the time of the merge, both6

changes are performed in the target model, which is in fact a semantic conflict. In order to avoid such situations in the7

second phase of the proposed process, the inference activity is introduced.8

In this activity, the process for identifying the modeler’s changes is performed based on the Equivalent labels stored in9

MatchList. According to the inference algorithm shown in Algorithm 2, three situations may occur.10

– In the first situation, an element of the original version has been modified by only one modeler. This change should11

be applied to other modeler’s version.12

– The second situation occurs when an element of the original version has been changed by both modelers. In this case,13

different policies can be followed. One option is to give priority to one of the modelers and apply her/his changes14

to both versions. The other option is to ask the person in charge of merging to decide which one of the changes15

should be applied. Another option is to use other techniques such as semantic web reasoning. At the end, based on16

the update policy, one or both new versions are automatically modified.17
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Algorithm 1Model Matching Algorithm
Input original version as Left, a new version as Right, the match trace of two versions as MTrace
Output match list of Left and Right as MList
procedureMODEL MATCHING

for each e0 ∈ Left do
e1 ← findMatch(e0, MTrace)
if ¬ isEmpty(e1) and user confirms it then

add tuple(e0,’Matched’, e1) to MList
end if

end for
for each e0 ∈ Left and e0 ∉ MList→left do

potentialList ← the unmatched elements with the similar type and context with e0 in the Right model
let user pick e1 element from potentialList
e1 ← userMatch(e0, Right)
if ¬ isEmpty(e1) then

add tuple(e0,’Equivalent’, e1) to MList
end if

end for
end procedure

– The last situation is when one element is removed from the original model by one of the modelers, while the other1

modeler has retained that element or even changed it. To identify such situation, the Matched label is used. And at2

the end, the removed element is deleted and does not appear in the merged version.3

Fig. 7 shows how the Inference activity works for a part of the motivating example. As it is shown in this figure, Harry4

attempted to remove, add, and modify some elements of the original version. By reviewing the corresponding similarity5

list, i.e., Left MatchList, three Equivalent relations are found, which implies that Agent, state, and calcTotal elements6

of Harry’s version are changed. Along with Harry, Sally also modified the original version, which based on the Right7

MatchList similarity list, the state, and calcTotal elements are also changed. Therefore, using the inference algorithm, it is8

found that there exist two common elements, state, and calcTotal, that have been modified by both modelers and must be9

updated to a consistent situation based on the update policy. This built-in policy provides two options like user-then-right10

for concurrently modified elements. Indeed, for each element, user can choose one of two changes, and the versions will11

be modified according to her/his choice. Otherwise, for that element, the priority will be given to the change of second12

(right) version. In this policy, user will simultaneously benefit from both options for each concurrently modified element.13

Here, we choose Sally’s changes and apply her changes for the corresponding element in Harry’s version. Furthermore,14

changing the type of status requires to add Status Enumeration; this enumeration will also be automatically added to15

Harry’s version. In addition to these two common changes, another change was made by Harry, in which the name of16

the Agent class is changed to Purchaser. In this case, Sally has not changed the corresponding element and based on the17

inference algorithm, the modification of Harry should be applied in the other version. Therefore, the name of the Agent18

element in the Sally version is also changed to thePurchaser. Furthermore, by reviewing two existingMatchLists, it is clear19

that there exists one Matched label in the Right MatchList (description property) that does not have any corresponding20

element on the Left MatchList. This means that the element is deleted by the first modeler (Harry). Therefore, upon the21

user agreement, this element should be reverted to Harry’s version or be deleted from Sally’s version. The default solution22

is deletion in which the element will be deleted during the inference activity from Sally’s version and will not be present in23

the merged version. By applying these changes on the delivered versions, two new versions are created that are compatible24

with each other. Using these new versions in the next activities will prevent semantic equivalent conflicts. Because the25

elements and concepts which have same or contradicting semantics were identified, and the appropriate decisions have26

beenmade to remove their conflicting situations from versions. Also, preparing compatible versions provide the conditions27

for starting conflict detection and resolution activities.28
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Algorithm 2 Inference Algorithm
Input a new version as Left, a new version as Right, the match lisf of Left and Original versions as LeftMList, the match
lisf of Right and Original versions as RightMList
Output revised versions of Left and Right models
procedure INFERENCE METHOD

for each ’Equivalent’ ∈ LeftMList or RightMList do
if exist(e0, ’Equivalent’, eLeft) in LeftMList and exist(e0, ’Equivalent’, eRigℎt) in RightMList then

update eLeft in Left and eRigℎt in Right in accordance with user-then-right policy
else if exist(e0, ’Equivalent’, eRigℎt) in RightMList then

eLeft ← findMatch(e0, LeftMList)
if ¬ isEmpty(eLeft) then

update eLeft in Left in accordance with eRigℎt in Right
end if

else if exist(e0, ’Equivalent’, eLeft) in LeftMList then
eRigℎt ← findMatch(e0, RightMList)
if ¬ isEmpty(eRigℎt) then

update eRigℎt in Right in accordance with eLeft in Left
end if

end if
end for
for each ’Matched’ ∈ LeftMList or RightMList do

if exist(e0, ’Matched’, eLeft) in LeftMList and not exist(e0, ’Matched’, eRigℎt) in RightMList then
show eLeft as element should be deleted
if user decides to keep eLeft then

add eLeft to Right
else

delete eLeft in Left
end if

else if exist(e0, ’Matched’, eRigℎt) in RightMList and not exist(e0, ’Matched’, eLeft) in LeftMList then
show eRigℎt as element should be deleted
if user decides to keep eRigℎt then

add eRigℎt to Left
else

delete eRigℎt in Right
end if

end if
end for

end procedure

• Conflict detection activity:Compatibility of new versions provide the necessary condition for starting the merging phase.1

However, further conditions may be needed to do the merge correctly and to obtain a compatible version. Due to different2

types of conflicts and their dependency on the modeling language, we need a solution that can cover these conflicts. In3

the proposed process, this can be achieved by defining conflict patterns that describe the occurrence of such conflicts. In4

defining a conflict pattern, we must take into account the elements from the original version and two new versions and5

describe the conditions or status that conflict occurs in which these elements are involved.6

For example, if the modeling language is the class diagram, one conflict that may occur is the Pull-up conflict. Note that7

Pull-up is a well-known refactoring in the software community19. This conflict, which is shown in Fig. 8, occurs when two8

modelers do two different actions for properties that are common in all sub-classes of a superclass in the original version.9

In one hand, by the first modeler, the properties of the subclasses (authorized property) are removed and transferred to10

the superclass. On the other hand, the second modeler creates a new sub-class for the superclass. The sub-class does not11
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FIGURE 7 Revising new versions by applying inference algorithm on MatchLists

have the common property (authorized). In this case, at the Merging phase, the new subclass is added to the superclass,1

and the common feature is added only to the superclass. This is semantically incorrect, because the new subclass inherits2

the authorized property, while this is not what the second modeler meant to do.3

The conflict patterns must be defined using the EVL or EPL script. These two languages have powerful facilities to identify4

the conditions that the model elements must satisfy in a conflict pattern. The EVL script to describe the Pull-up conflict5

pattern is shown in Listing 1. In this script, the existence of an inheritance relationship that has more than one subclass in6

the original version and has a common feature in these subclasses has been investigated. Then, in one version, the transfer7
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of the shared property to the superclass is searched; in another version, the addition of a new class without a common1

property is considered as a subclass for the superclass. All of these are the conditions that, if they all occur, the Pull-up2

conflict has occurred.3

• Conflict resolution activity: In case a conflict is detected in the previous activity, it should be resolved before sending4

the model versions to theMerging phase. In the proposed merging process, a (semi)automatic strategy has been followed5

to resolve detected conflicts, by applying the appropriate resolution patterns. For every conflict pattern, there exist one6

or more resolution patterns which aim to fix the condition of conflict occurrence. For example, in order to resolve the7

Pull-up method conflict that is presented in Fig. 8, the modification made by the first modeler must be ignored, i.e., the8

common property does not move to the superclass. Therefore, at the time of merging, the property is not inherited by the9

new subclass. The resolution patterns that describe the appropriate changes in the various versions of the model can be10

described using the EVL or EOL scripts. These languages have the facilities for updating the models; hence, applying the11

required fix statements on the models is not a hard task. Listing 2 shows the EVL script of the Pull-up resolution pattern12

for the class diagram models. This script is added inside the Pull-up method constraint in Listing 1. It should be noted13

that for some conflicts, there is no particular solution to resolve the conflict, and we need the user’s decision for fixing the14

condition of the conflict.15

By applying the resolution patterns, the necessary corrections are applied to different versions of the model, and this16

prevents the occurrence of conflicts during theMerging phase. The output of this activity is the modified versions that are17

passed to the Merging phase for integration.18
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11

2 context Base!Operation {2

3 constraint Pull-up {3

44

5 guard : self.getMatching().isDefined()5

66

7 check {7

8 if(self.owner.general.generalization.all->forAll(8

9 c|c.ownedOperation.all->exists(op|op.name == self.name))){9

1010

11 if(self.getMatching().left.owner.general.generalization.all->forAll(11

12 lc|lc.ownedOperation.all->exists(lop|lop.name == self.name))){12

1313

14 return false ;14

15 }15

16 }16

17 return true ;17

18 }18

19 }19

20 }20

2121

22 @cached22

23 operation Base!Operation getMatching() : Any {23

24 var match := matchTrace.matches->selectOne24

25 (m|m.left.owner = self.owner and m.right.owner.general = self.owner);25

2626

27 if (not match.isDefined()) {27

28 return null;28

29 }else {29

30 return match.right.owner.general ;30

31 }31

32 }32

Listing 1: EVL code to describe Pull-up method conflict detection pattern

4.3 Merging Phase33

Three-way merging is used to combine new versions of a model along the original version. To merge in a three-way manner, you34

must fully identify all the changes applied on the original version by different modelers. This identification required to make the35

appropriate decision about each of the elements that should be included in the merged version. In the proposed process, in order36

to perform the integration in a three-way manner, the comparison of new versions with the original version is performed first37

and based on the results, the elements which are added, deleted, or modified, are identified. After that, the Inference activity and38

the Detection and Resolution activities for finding and fixing possible conflicts, are executed to obtain two compatible versions39

of the model. Now, these compatible versions are prepared to be merged in a two-way manner and create a merged version40

according to the three-way manner. For this purpose, in theMerging phase, three activities included comparison, selection, and41

merging are considered to produce a merged version. In the following, we will examine each activity in details.42

• Comparison activity: After comparing two versions created by designers, and in order to integrate them according to43

the principles of the Epsilon framework, you must first provide the list of matched elements in two versions. We had two44

alternatives to provide the required match list. The first was to use ECL again for two new versions, and the second was to45

calculate the required match list based on the two match lists, which were used in the reconciliation phase. In the proposed46

process, we chose the first alternative. Because in contrast to the second alternative, using ECL for two new versions, we47
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can automatically detect new similar added elements that were not identified in the previous phase. Also, we can compare1

two new versions based on new matching rules and apply more precise rules to determine similar elements.2

Therefore, in the merging phase, ECL is used again to perform the Comparison activity, in which, by obtaining the3

comparison rules from the user, the elements are identified in a model-based manner, and the association between these4

elements is recorded in a list calledMatchTrace. ThisMatchTrace then passes on to the next activity ofMerging phase in5

order to identify the similar elements while creating an integrated version. It should be noted that while in this activity,6

the Epsilon comparison language is used for comparing two models, but due to the compatibility of new versions, the7

removed elements are no longer present in the versions. These elements have been removed in both versions before starting8

this comparison. Furthermore, elements that have been modified and updated are already detected and matched in the9

previous phase; hence, they will be detected as similar elements during the Comparison activity. In addition, new elements10

that are added to each version can be identified by checking the ECL MatchTrace. Finally, according to the comparisons11

performed in the Reconciliation phase, comparing operations using the ECL provides the necessary precondition for12

three-way integration operations.13

114

2 message: "Pull-up method conflict for " + self.name + " Operation!"15

316

4 fix {17

5 title: "Fix 1: Delete " + self.name+ " Operation in " + self.owner.general.name18

6 do {19

7 var rOP = self.getMatching().right.owner ;20

8 delete rOP ;21

9 }22

10 }23

1124

12 fix{25

13 title: "Fix 2: Pull down "+self.name+" Operation from "+self.owner.general.name26

14 do{27

15 var op = new Left!Operation ;28

16 op.name = self.name ;29

17 for (lC in self.getMatching().left.owner.general.generalization.all)30

18 lC.owner.ownedOperation.add(op) ;31

19 delete self ;32

20 }33

21 }34

2235

23 fix {36

24 title: "Fix 3: Add " + self.name + " Operation to the new Class "37

25 do {38

26 var op = new Right!Operation ;39

27 op.name = self.name ;40

28 for (rC in self.getMatching().right.owner.general.generalization.all){41

29 if(not rC.ownedOperations.all->exists(o|o.name == self.name)){42

30 rc.ownedOperations.add(op) ;43

31 }44

32 }45

33 delete self ;46

34 }47

35 }48

Listing 2: EVL code to describe Pull-up method conflict resolution pattern, which is added inside the Pull-up constraint in
Listing 1
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Algorithm 3Model Merging Algorithm
Input two versions of model as Left and Right, match trace of Left and Right as MTrace
Output the merged version as Merged
procedureMODEL MERGING

for each m ∈ MTrace do
eL ∶= m→Left
eR ∶= m→Right
eM ∶= Merge eL and eR according to the merge rules
add eM to the Merged version

end for

for each eL ∈ Left and eL ∉ MTrace→left do
add eL to the Merged version

end for

for each eR ∈ Right and eR ∉ MTrace→right do
add eR to the Merged version

end for
end procedure

• Selection activity: By comparing activity at the beginning of theMerging phase, two new versions of the model that are1

matched, are compared, and similar elements are identified. However, there may be a situation in which two elements that2

are added by two modelers, are semantically equivalent, but this equivalence is not detectable based on the comparative3

criteria examined in the ECL rules. For example, in the motivating example shown in Fig. 2, consider the two attributes4

surname and familyName that were added by Harry and Sally respectively to the User class in their versions. These5

two features are semantically similar and are added to achieve the same goal. Due to their different label, these two6

elements, during the Comparison activity of theMerging phase, are not known as similar elements. Given that there was7

no equivalent element in the original version for either of these two elements, they could not be identified in the Inference8

activity of the Reconciliation phase. Given the equivalence of these two elements, only one must be added to the merged9

version. Recognizing such cases and choosing the option to be added in the merged version requires the user’s decision.10

For this purpose, in the Merging phase, utilizes the Selection activity and give the decision users by showing a list of11

option for equivalent elements that are not identified. By running this activity,MatchTrace and the incoming versions are12

updated as needed, and now the integration can be done.13

• Merging activity The merged version, which is the initial result of the proposed merging process is generated in this14

activity according to the merge algorithm shown in Algorithm 3. In this algorithm, for each similarity in theMatchTrace,15

two matched elements from two new versions are merged into one element and are added to the merged version based on16

user-defined rules for each type of model element. To specify these rules, the EML script has been used. If there is an17

element in either version that does not have any similarity in the MatchTrace, that element will be copied directly to the18

merged version. Due to the changes made to the input versions, as well as the changes made to theMatchTrace, the result19

of the Merging activity will be a new version.20

4.4 The Conformance Phase21

In this phase, we check if the created version complies with the corresponding meta-model. For this reason, the compatibility22

and consistency of the revised version are investigated, and potential conflicts are corrected, if possible. This phase consists of23

one activity as follows.24

• Consistency checking activity: In a few cases of merging, the integration of elements into the merged version may result25

in a version which violates some of the constraints. Hence, it is not structurally consistent after the Merging phase is26
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done. In other words, the merged version does not comply with its meta-model, which means that the version was created1

incorrectly. To investigate such situations, after the merge, you can check the constraints on the created version and ensure2

its compliance with those constraints. In the proposed process, this is done using the Epsilon Validation Language (EVL),3

which is more potent than the OCL language17. Using the EVL scripts, the user in charge of the merging will be able to4

check a variety of circumstances and make necessary corrections that must be addressed.5

4.5 E3MP Strategies to Handle Conflicting Combinations6

In the parallel modification of different versions of a model, both syntactic and semantic conflicts may occur due to the dependen-7

cies between atomic changes (add, delete, and update), which are applied on the same elements5. Focusing on the combinations8

of concurrent atomic changes on the same elements, Add-Add, Add-Delete, Update-Delete, and Update-Update are four com-9

binations that may result in a conflict. The Add-Update and Delete-Delete are two other combinations of concurrent atomic10

changes which are not applicable for the same elements. In the following, we investigate all possible conflicting combinations11

of concurrent atomic changes and briefly describe the strategies that are chosen in our approach to handle them.12

• Add-Add conflicting combinations:13

A conflict situation occurs if two developers concurrently add the same element but provide different features. To handle14

this conflict situation, in comparison activity of the Merging phase, our approach automatically identifies both added15

elements as similar elements, and only one element will be inserted in the merged version. But for different features, in16

the selection activity, the user can choose which features should be inserted in the merged version. If the user does not17

choose anyone, the features of the right version will be added automatically.18

Another conflict situation occurs if two developers concurrently add two semantically equivalent elements. To handle this19

conflict situation, in inference activity and selection activity, our approach presents those elements as free elements that20

have not any matched element. Then user can select each free element to view its similar potential elements. In order to21

obtain a correct merged version, user must specify the equivalent element and choose the one that should be added to the22

merged version.23

• Add-Delete conflicting combinations:24

A conflict situation occurs if one developer adds a property or sub-element to an element, which at the same time is deleted25

by another developer. To handle this conflict situation, in the inference activity, the deleted element is automatically26

identified and displayed to the user. Then the user can decide to keep the deleted element by removing it from the list of27

deleted element. If the user does not take any effective action, the deleted element and added property or sub-element will28

be ignored in the merging phase.29

• Update-Delete conflicting combinations:30

A conflict situation occurs if one developer updates an element, which at the same time is deleted by another developer.31

To handle this conflict situation, in the inference activity, the deleted element is automatically identified and displayed to32

the user. Then user can decide to keep the deleted element by removing it from the list of deleted element. If the user does33

not take any effective action, the deleted element and related updates will be ignored in the merging phase.34

• Update-Update conflicting combinations:35

A conflict situation occurs if two developers concurrently modify the same element but in different ways. To handle this36

conflict situation, in inference activity, our approach automatically identifies both modifications as similar, based on the37

equivalent labels. Hence, only one modification will be presented in the merged version. In inference activity, the user can38

choose which modification should be presented in the merged version. If the user does not choose anyone, the modification39

of the right version will be added automatically. It should be noted that dealing with conflicts in the ordered sets is a bit40

more complex. Indeed, to find the elements which are modified in different ways, the comparison should be performed41

both based on the content and the place itself.42

• Other conflicting combinations:43

Other conflict situations occur if two developers apply changes on the different elements that merging them in one consol-44

idated version is not possible. To handle these conflict situations, in our approach, we use conflict patterns, which report45
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a violation of modeling language constraints in the conflict detection activity. Then the user must select a fix solution1

from proposed resolution options, and finally, in conflict resolution activity, conflict situation will be fixed automatically2

by applying the selected resolution pattern.3

5 TECHNICAL SOLUTION: THE E3MP TOOLKIT4

In order to show the applicability of the process that is introduced in Section 4, a toolkit based on the Epsilon framework is5

implemented. The source code of this toolkit is available as a Github repository1. As shown in Fig. 9, this toolkit has two distinct6

parts: Matching and Three-Way-Merging. The first part is used at the time of delivery of the modified version (by modeler)7

and performs the required operations for the Comparison phase of the process. The second part can be selected after both8

modelers have executed theMatching on the samemodel. This part is responsible for applying three phases of the E3MP process:9

Reconciliation, Merging, and Conformance. Running this part of the toolkit results in an integrated version of the model. In10

the following, we provide a brief overview of the user environment of the toolkit along with explanations of the corresponding11

phase of the E3MP process.12

FIGURE 9 The E3MP Toolkit

5.1 Matching part13

The three-way merging process starts with two new versions modified by the modelers. Due to the fact that most of the time,14

the designers will deliver their revised version and will not be present at the time of merging, it is hard to identify the equivalent15

elements correctly. To avoid this problem, in the implementation of the proposed process, the comparison phase was designed in16

a separate section. This is called Matching part. As shown in Fig. 10, this phase requires the metamodel for non-UML models,17

the main and modified versions of the model, as well as the comparison rules in an ECL file. This ECL file should contain a18

set of criteria and rules for identifying similar elements in two versions. The criteria in the ECL file depends on the underlying19

modeling language.20

By beginning the comparison phase, the elements are compared automatically with each other to identify a set of similar21

elements. Fig. 11 shows the initial result of the comparison phase, which is applied by one of the developers on the motivating22

example. In this figure, the elements for which a similar element has been found are displayed in green. The elements that are23

in black are the elements with no matched counterpart. For these elements, the user can select the element to see the potential24

similar elements in the other model. The potential similar elements are computed based on the context and type of the selected25

element among elements with no match counterpart in the other model. The user then can select one of them as an equivalent26

element, if desired. By doing this, the element in the original version will also be changed into green. In addition, as shown in27

Fig. 12, the user can select the same or equivalent elements and, if desired, remove them from the same state. At the end of this28

operation, the comparison phase is completed, and the list of similar and equivalent elements is stored in a file with the “.match"29

extension. This file, in fact, is the MatchList in the comparison phase of the process, and it must be delivered along with the30

modified version to the three-way merge part of the toolkit for the merging operations.31

1https://github.com/MSharbaf/EpsilonBasedThreeWayMerging

https://github.com/MSharbaf/EpsilonBasedThreeWayMerging
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FIGURE 10 The user interface for getting required files in the Matching part

5.2 Three-way Merging part1

When new versions are delivered by two modelers, they are compared with the original version, and the result is written into two2

files with “.match" extension. These files, along with the new versions, the original version, and the corresponding metamodel3

for non-UML models are given to the three-way merging part, as input. This part of the tool executes the rest of the process,4

including Reconciliation,Merging, and Conformance. For each of these phases, a wizard is shown through which it receives the5

necessary information, such as the relevant scripts. In the following, we will review the implementation details of each phase6

and the Epsilon scripts required for each section.7

5.2.1 Reconciliation phase8

The goal of this phase is to match the model versions and prevent conflicts during the integration. To this end, in addition to9

the inference algorithm that avoids the occurrence of equivalent semantic conflicts, the conflict patterns can be used to detect10

other types of conflicts. To starting this phase, uploading versions of the model and corresponding match files are mandatory11

and delivering the related EPL, EVL, or EOL scripts are optional. These scripts define conflict patterns and resolution patterns12

and are required when conflict detection and resolution should be executed. The user interface for getting the required items is13

shown in Fig. 13.14

After receiving the input files, the inference algorithm is executed, which results in identifying modelers changes and deter-15

mining the equivalent elements in two versions based on the original version. But there are some elements that are modified by16

both modelers. In the current toolkit, two policies are implemented. The first policy is giving priority to the second version mod-17

eler, and the second policy is asking the person in charge of merging to select one choice. The user interface, which is designed18

to give the user’s decision, is shown in Fig. 14. In this figure, the elements that require the user decision are violet, and with19

right-click on the one element, user can select one choice as an element that must be added to the merged version. By doing20

this, the selected element will be changed into green, and the correspondent element will be displayed in red. By getting all user21

choices, the inference algorithm is finished and required changes applied on the versions to prepare them for the next activity.22
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FIGURE 11 Selection of equivalent element among the potential elements

According to the proposed process, two optional activities are considered to investigate the occurrence of conflict before the1

Merging phase. In conflict detection activity, the EPL/EVL scripts are run to check certain conditions on model versions. If2

the conflict conditions happen, the correspondence resolution pattern is required. The resolution patterns that are described by3

the EOL/EVL scripts may automatically fix the occurred conflict or may show a list of fix options to get user intention. This is4

shown in Fig. 15.5

5.2.2 Merging phase6

After Reconciliation phase, modified versions that are ready to be integrated, are directly moved to the Merging phase. These7

versions are automatically compared according to the ECL scripts in the first activity of theMerging phase. After that, a window,8

i.e., Fig. 16, is shown to the user to check the result of the previous comparison. This includes two revised versions as well as9

the detected similarities, and the user can modify it and adds new similarities if it requires. By applying the modifications, a10

MatchTrace consisting of the matched elements is created and moved to the Merging activity. In this activity, an EML script is11

run automatically and integrates the model versions into an initial merged version.12

5.2.3 Conformance phase13

The Merging phase is completed by generating an integrated version; but to ensure that the created model is consistent, it can be14

checked via an EVL script. To this end, in the input form of the Three-way Merging toolkit, an optional item is considered to get15
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FIGURE 12 Remove match relation between elements in the match list

the consistency constraints as an EVL file. These constraints are checked on the initial merged version, and after modifying the1

reported violation, the final merged version is automatically saved as the output of the Epsilon-based three-way merging process.2

6 EVALUATION3

In this section, we address the applicability of the proposed process by performing a descriptive case study research following4

the guidelines defined by Runeson and Host20. This guideline includes several steps, as per the following: defining research5

questions, designing the case study, discussion about the result, and threats to validity. For this evaluation, we focus on the6

three-way merging of revised versions for a variety of model types. Additionally, to evaluate the accuracy and completeness of7

our process, we try to detect and resolve the conflicts that may arise in the course of versioning of models applying concurrent8

modifications.9

6.1 Research questions10

This case study was performed to assess the feasibility of three-way merging in the Epsilon framework. It also aims to measure11

the correctness and completeness of the E3MP process when applied to real-world scenarios. In addition, we explored the12

scalability of our process while increasing the size of models and the number of changes. Finally, we investigate the effort13
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FIGURE 13 The user interface for geting required files in the Reconciliation phase

required to configure the E3MP process to apply it on different modeling languages. We define the following research questions1

(RQs) in order to validate if we successfully dealt with the issues introduced in the motivating example.2

RQ1) Meta-model independence: Does the E3MP depend on a specific modeling language?3

RQ2) Correctness: Are the detected and resolved conflicts correct, or are there test cases and scenarios, in which the4

E3MP toolkit produces incorrect results?5

RQ3) Completeness:Are the detected and resolved conflicts complete or does the E3MP toolkit miss to detect and resolve6

any conflicts?7

RQ4) Scalability:What are the effects of increasing the size of the model on the execution time of the merging process?8

RQ5) Effort:What is the amount of effort required for applying E3MP on a new modeling language?9

6.2 Case study design10

Requirements. As an appropriate input for the evaluation, we require models of diverse meta-models that already have two11

concurrently revised versions of a common base model. We require the correct merged version of these models, as well as the12

information on the changes that have been applied to modify the original model in the course of the model versioning. In lack13

of such information; we would not be able to determine conflicts and compare the results obtained from our process with the14

correct results. To accomplish appropriate coverage, we should apply cases that consist of different versioning scenarios, which15

cover the most common cases concerning the detection of conflicts. These versioning scenarios should include cases in which16

no conflict is expected at all. Also, we need cases that contain scalability tests in terms of model size and the number of changes.17

Setup. To be aligned with the requirements, inputs should include conflict and non-conflict scenarios for different modeling18

languages and test cases from small to large models. For this reason, in order to answer any question, we have reviewed various19

benchmarks that cover the requirements of the question.20
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FIGURE 14 Inference window to get user decision in equivalent cases

In the first question, we are going to show that the proposed merge process is independent of the modeling language. To1

ensure this functionality, we execute the E3MP process for three running examples discussed in the other works10,14. Each of2

these three examples includes a base version and two revised versions, and the merged version and the interoperability version3

have been outlined. The first example14 is a project management system that has five changes to common elements, three of4

which lead to conflict. There are also two changes to non-common elements in this example. Various versions of this example5

are EMF-based models whose meta-models describe the concepts in the project management, and details are described in work6

by Westfechtel14. The second example10, the UML class diagram versions refer to an Event Management system in which each7

user has seven changes in the base version, of which five resulted in conflict and requires decision making for having the correct8

integration. The third example10 is the UML sequence diagram for the Event Management system, which is modified by two9

different modelers. The changes applied by these modelers leading to arise two conflicts in the merging process.10

For the second and third questions, the goal is to measure the accuracy of the discovery and elimination of conflicts. To achieve11

this, we used two benchmarks presented in AMOR project. Benchmark I21, “a benchmark for conflict detection components12

of model versioning systems,” has a part to check for the accuracy of conflict detection, which we call Benchmark I.A. The13

Benchmark I.A includes 23 scenarios for assessing the accuracy of the discovery of interactions in different versions of an Ecore14

metamodel. As Ecore meta-models are EMF-based model themselves, they serve as a valid input to assess our process. These15

23 scenarios are based on the collaborative conflict lexicon22 and cover various types of atomic conflicts. Note that, 11 of these16

scenarios are cases in which conflict should not occur, and 12 other cases will result in conflict. Benchmark II23 is a “benchmark17

for the evaluation of a model versioning system,” and contains a collection of 15 test cases for UML class diagram. The four test18
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FIGURE 15 The user interface to select the suitable fix for detected conflict

cases of this set are free of conflict, and the other 11 cases result in conflict or need to be decided by the users. In this benchmark,1

different examples of syntax and semantic conflicts have been investigated.2

To answer the fourth question, the performance test part of Benchmark I21 has been used, which we call Benchmark I.B. In3

the Benchmark I.B, several models from small to large sizes, are defined with 218, 496, 918, 1863, 2910, 3962, 4943, and 59754

elements in the original version. Also, for each of the base models with 10, 110, 210, 350 and 500 changes, five test sets have5

been created to examine the scalability of the process against the increasing the size of models and the number of changes.6

In the fifth question, we are going to discuss about effort and development cost which are required to configure E3MP. To7

achieve this, first, we identify the effort that is required to make E3MP applicable for a modeling language. Then, we investigate8

the required effort for some related approaches. Finally, we summarize the consumed development cost to apply E3MP on9

running examples and benchmarks introduced for other research questions. All related files for this case study are publicly10

available in the Zenodo deposit24.11

Measures. For determining the applicability of our process, we compare the output versions with expected merged results.12

This can be evaluated using the number of elements that are unmatched. To assess the accuracy of conflict detection in our13

approach, we compute the precision and recall of the measures. The precision indicates the probability that a detected conflict is14

a true conflict, and the recall indicates the probability that a true conflict is detected. More precisely, we describe the precision as15

the fraction of correctly detected conflicts among the set of all detected conflicts. Also, the recall shows the fraction of correctly16

handled conflicts scenario (preserved and correctly detected conflicts) among all conflicts that happened. We further compute17

the accuracy, which is obtained from the number of conflicts detected (tp), number of correctly handled conflict-free scenarios18

(tn), number of incorrectly raised conflicts (fp), and the number of missed conflicts (fn) as follows:19

accuracy =
(tp + tn)

(tp + tn + fp + fn)
In the context of conflict resolution, we define accuracy as the proportion of the detected conflicts that were correctly resolved.20

The inference algorithm resolves some of these conflicts, and others are solved by conflict resolution activity. Therefore, we21

provide the fraction of correctly resolved conflicts by inference algorithm or conflict resolution activity among the set of all22

resolved conflicts. We further compute the percent of detected conflicts, which are entirely resolved automatically or resolve23

semi-automatically and with user interaction.24

To assess the performance of the three-way merging process, we measure the average execution time in seconds, whereas the25

time required for comparison, conflict detection and resolution, and creating a merged version are recorded separately. Following26

on the fifth research question, we need to find required effort of E3MP configuration. Therefore we considered the size of meta-27

model, line of code (LOC), and number of rules in Epsilon scripts which are the most significant factors in understanding the28

amount of workload. We also include the time of development which is associated to each script.29
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FIGURE 16 Selection activity to prepare final match list for starting merge activity

6.3 Results1

In the following, we present the results of applying our process to merge the model versions in a three-way manner and to detect2

and resolve conflicts in each item of the case study. We discuss the research questions raised in Section 6.1 based on the results3

of related benchmarks and test cases that have been described for each question. As well as, we evaluate and interpret the results4

according to the measures that have been presented in the previous section. All tests were carried out on a standard Windows 75

PC using an Intel R©CoreTM i7 with 3.6 GHz processor and 8GB RAM.6

TABLE 1 Results of conflict detection and resolution benchmarks without using conflict patterns

#Expected Conflicts #tp #tn #fp #fn #Precision #Recall #Accuracy

Benchmark I.A 12 8 11 0 4 1.00 0.67 0.83
Benchmark II 11 8 4 0 3 1.00 0.73 0.80

Overall 23 16 15 0 7 1.00 0.70 0.82
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TABLE 2 Results of conflict detection and resolution benchmarks with conflict patterns

#Expected Conflicts #tp #tn #fp #fn #Precision #Recall #Accuracy

Benchmark I.A 12 12 11 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00
Benchmark II 11 11 4 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00

Overall 23 23 15 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00

RQ1. The first research question assesses the ability of our process to support model versioning tasks for different kinds of1

models. We claim that the E3MP process is meta-model independent. This means that all the activities that are considered in2

this process are able to be performed for any input models which conform to an EMF meta-model. To evaluate the meta-model3

independency of the E3MP, we considered three MOF-based running examples with different meta-models. These running4

examples are from two related works and include atomic and composite change operations, which lead to some conflicts. The5

resolution of these conflicts are described, and the expected merged version for each example is presented. Therefore, we execute6

the E3MP process according to the outlined choices for all the three examples and compare the result models with expected7

merged versions for each running example. The results show that all 10 occurred conflicts are detected and resolved correctly,8

and the expected merged versions are completely created. To allow the E3MP process to work with all MOF-based models, we9

developed a generic process for comparison, merge, and conflict detection and resolutions. All the activities used in the E3MP10

process have been implemented using Epsilon, that provides reliable support for the management of MOF-based models. Thus,11

we can conclude that, in general, it is possible to support three-way merging process for all MOF-based models of diverse12

meta-models.13

RQ2. With the second research question, we aim at investigating the correctness of the E3MP process and implemented14

toolkit. In the reconciliation phase of the E3MP process, we can optionally use patterns to detect and resolve conflicts. Therefore,15

the results obtained from applying E3MP to the introduced benchmarks, Benchmarks I.A and Benchmark II are summarized in16

two tables as follows. Table 1 that presents the results without using conflict detection and resolution patterns, and Table 2, that17

shows the results when using appropriate patterns to detect and resolve occurred conflicts. As depicted in Table 1 and Table 2,18

the overall precisions that is obtained by E3MP are de facto perfect. detected conflicts are correct. In fact, in Table 1, the general19

conflicts that are occurred according to the concurrently changes on a common element are preserved or detected and resolved20

with the inference algorithm. In Table 2, in addition to the general conflicts, the specific conflicts that are related to the semantics21

and syntax of modeling languages are detected and resolved using conflict detection patterns.22

RQ3. The third question to be investigated by this case study concerns the completeness of the conflicts detected and resolved23

by the E3MP process. As depicted in Table 1, the recall values are slightly low for both benchmarks when only the inference24

algorithm is applied, and no conflict pattern is used. To investigate the reason for these low values, we analyzed the missed con-25

flicts in more detail. The results show that all conflict scenarios that were not detected by the inference algorithm are dependent26

on the semantics and syntax of the underlying modeling language. However, using conflict detection and resolution patterns, it27

checked whether it is possible to raise the missed conflicts in which the overall recall and accuracy, as shown in Table 2, reached28

to 100%. Consequently, all investigated conflict types are covered, and no conflict scenario has been missed.29

RQ4. The fourth research question is about the runtime needed to generate merged models in the Benchmark I.B. Fig. 1730

illustrates the outcomes of our experiment to increase the size of model. We depicted the overall runtime which is required for31

merging versions of models with a different size, are defined with 218, 496, 918, 1863, 2910, 3692, 4943, and 5975 elements in32

the original version in Benchmark I.B. Fig. 17 shows when stepwise increasing the model size in different number of changes,33

the execution time has polynomial complexity and its time on number of model elements (n) is(nk) for some 4<k<5. Moreover,34

the result of our experiment for increasing the number of concurrent changes is depicted in the graph in Fig. 18. The time35

required for merging versions of a model with different size of changes represents that with the increasing number of concurrent36

changes, the execution time has a liner growth and only a slight increase in runtime is seen.37

We also evaluated the runtime accounted for by each phase. Thereby, we have obtained the outcomes that model compari-38

son on average causes 49.48% of the runtime, whereas the reconciliation accounts for 12.94% of the runtime, the merging and39

conformance account for 37.58%. It is worth noting that the comparison time varies strongly according to the different charac-40

teristics of model elements. For instance, in models having a low dependency and normal distribution on type of elements, the41

comparison time is much lower.42
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TABLE 3 Development cost to configure E3MP

Versioning
Test Case

Meta-model
Size (c)

Comparison ECL script Reconciliation EVL script Merging EML script* Conformance EVL script
time

(hours) LOC #comparison
rules

time
(hours) LOC #detection

patterns
#resolution
patterns

time
(hours) LOC #merge

rules
time

(hours) LOC #constraints

Running
Example 1 21 2 208 19 3 89 4 4 3 234 19 0.5 19 2

Running
Example 2 23 3 248 20 5 250 4 7 4 438 34 0 0 0

Running
Example 3 11 1.5 85 5 0 0 0 0 2 97 10 0 0 0

Benchmark
I.A Completely reused from Running Example 1

Benchmark
I.B 16 1 91 8 5 171 3 4 2 269 23 0.5 34 3

Benchmark
II Completely reused from Running Example 2

* The ECL scripts of Comparison phase were used for comparison in the Merging phase and no extra effort was needed.

RQ5. The last research question is about the amount of effort needed to apply E3MP on different models of a new modeling1

language. As illustrated in Fig. 4, to execute three-way merging process, we need five Epsilon scripts to configure how some2

activities of each phase should be performed. In comparison phase, we need an ECL script to specify metrics for matching mod-3

els elements in comparison activities. In reconciliation phase, we may need an EVL, EPL, or EOL script to describe conflict4

detection and resolution patterns. In merging phase, we need an ECL and an EML script. The ECL script is required for compar-5

ison activity, the same way as it was used in the comparison phase, and often we can reuse it from comparison phase. Also, the6

EML script is required for merging activity to integrate versions and obtain ultimately one consolidated version of the model.7

Finally, in the conformance phase, we may need an EVL script to check modeling language constraints in consistency checking8

activity. Therefore, to use E3MP for models of a new modeling language, we need at least one ECL and one EML scripts, and9

depending on the modeling language rules and semantics we may need other ECL and EVLs scripts.10

This amount of effort is expected for a model merging process that is applicable to any modeling language. For example,11

Debreceni et al.25 present a search-based model merge approach where takes domain-specific knowledge into the merge process,12

and Dam et al.26 contribute an apporach to model merging which consider user-definable consistency. As another example,13

Altmanninger27 proposed an approach to semantically enhancement of version control systems, which needs some effort to write14

transformations for computing changes and introducing semantic views. These were just examples of the required effort in other15

approaches. However, to discuss about amount of effort and cost of applying these approach, there is not enough information16

available to make an informed comparison.17

Table 3 shows the effort that is required in configuring E3MP for running examples and benchmarks introduced in section 6.2.18

This shows that the Running Example 1 and Benchmark I.B are two cases needed all possible scripts, but for correctly execution19

of Running Example 3, we only needed ECL and EML scripts. Also, to apply E3MP on Benchmark I.A and Benchmark II, we20

were able to completely reuse scripts of other running examples that it allows users to package sets of Epsilon scripts as ready-21

made solutions for merging models conforming to a certain metamodel. In addition, the Running Example 2, with 23 classes22

in its meta-model, had biggest meta-model size, and with a total of 12 hours to write the required Epsilon scripts, had highest23

development time cost which 5 hours were spent on writing conflict patterns. In general, development costs of configuration24

steps appear to increase with the metamodel size and number of conflict detection and resolution patterns.25

6.4 Threats to validity26

Although the experiment provided positive results, there are several threats to the validity of those results that should be taken into27

consideration. Our empirical study was performed on real-world models from related works with different sizes and domains.28

We also seeded our scalability assessment with distinct amount of modifications between model versions, e.g., from a tiny29

amount of 10 modifications up to 500 modifications. We acknowledge, however, that the modifications used to produce the30

model versions were not real modifications. However, we predict that real versioned modifications would give a similar result31

since our assessment has covered a broad variety of realistic numbers of modifications and the number of inconsistencies they32

cause. A threat to external validity, however, is that we have not yet evaluated the effectiveness and usability of our approach33
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FIGURE 17 The merging process runtime for different size of model elements

by tracking and interviewing modelers who used our tool. The future inquiry would assess how hard it is for users to manually1

match equivalent elements and also to select an appropriate resolution case during merging process using our toolkit.2

7 RELATEDWORK3

Recently, several approaches have emerged to address the model merging problem. Most of those researches are designed for4

combining model versions, while others have focused on managing conflicts. Therefore, in the following, we group the related5

work into two main categories: model merging processes and conflict management approaches.6

7.1 Model merging processes7

The first group of related work focused on enriching the merge process of model versions, mostly by applying new algorithms.8

In the following, we discuss some of these approaches, which are concerned with model composition and model merging. It9

should be noted that some approaches do not guarantee the consistency of the merged version.10

Alanen and Porres28 described three algorithms for 1) calculating the difference between twomodels, 2) merging amodel with11

the result of difference, and 3) computing the union of two models. They described how union conflicts between the operations12

could be identified. However, a better mapping between the two models is required to improve the differences. The proposed13

algorithms should be extended to support meta-model specific resolution mechanisms.14

Kolovos et al.11 introduced the Epsilon Merging Language (EML), which can be used to specify how models should be15

merged in a two-way manner. EML is a rule-based language for merging models of diverse meta-models and provides means for16

customizing merge logic. EML does not support three-way merging task, and conflict management is not achieved for several17

types of conflicts.18
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FIGURE 18 The merging process runtime for different size of applied changes

The approach presented by Abi-Antoun et al.29 is for differencing and merging generic architectural models that follows the1

traditional component-and-connector view. This approach only addressed the structural models and conflicts are not handled2

during the merging process.3

Debreceni et al.25 proposed a search-based automated model merge approach where rule-based design space exploration is4

used to search the space of solution candidates that represent conflict-free merged models. This merge process automatically5

calculates multiplemerge candidates which fulfill certain structural and numeric constraints to be presented to domain experts for6

final selection. Similar to our approach; this work takes into consideration certain structural constraints. However, this approach7

does not consider the dependencies between the rules and constraints and only resolves one inconsistency at a time. Our approach8

can support multiple conflict patterns and consider interdependent constraints for each context at a time.9

Westfechtel14,30 provided a formal approach based on the set theory and predicate logic for the three-way merging of Ecore10

models. The proposal is based on formally specified merge rules that can manage additions, deletions, and renaming of model11

elements as well as the movement of contained model elements. It detects and resolves conflicting modifications of the same12

element and of different interdependent elements. This approach guarantees that the resulting merged model is well-formed.13

However, this approach restricts the scope of conflict detection to the searching of conflict situations in the preconditions of14

subgraph transformation rules. On the other hand, resolution can be defined in a more accurate way by a dedicated opportunity15

to restore the deleted elements and allowing for conflict resolution actions.16

Dam et al.26 focused on the merging of models where they consider not only conflicts but also arbitrary syntactic and semantic17

consistency issues. In this work, the compatible versions are merged fully automatically, and only inconsistent elements are18

brought to the users’ attention to resolve them. Similar to our process, this approach considers user-definable consistency and19

it also is neutral with regard to who made the changes and hence reduced the bias caused by any individual engineer’s limited20

point of view.21

Kögel31 provided an operation-based approach for three-way merging, which applied to graph-represented models. The22

approach was subsequently adjusted to cope with EMF model instances32 and was implemented in an environment called EMF-23

Store. The merge tool is based on unique object identifiers and assumes that model changes have been recorded in change logs.24

Conflict analysis is carried out using only the operation sequences which transform a common base version into two alternative25

versions.26
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Rossini et al.33 define an approach based on the category theory for the three-way merging of models represented as graphs.1

A union graph that includes all elements from all input versions is built with the assistance of push-outs. The union graph2

resembles the merged structure graph in our approach. In the union graph, elements are marked as created, common, deleted,3

renamed, or moved. Furthermore, conflicts are detected by means of generic rules, which may be augmented with specific rules4

taking the constraints of a specific meta-model into consideration. For example, there is a generic rule to detect delete-reference5

conflicts. The weakness of this work is that it only detects; the conflicts and no resolution is provided. The merge process stops6

when a conflict is flagged in the union graph. Additionally, the approach operates at a more general level than our work and7

would have to be adapted for merging of EMF models.8

Bartelt34 proposed a generic three-way merge which is applied to models at a low level of abstraction. The result produced by9

the merge may be inconsistent, with respect to the meta-model and the underlying meta-metamodel. In a post-processing phase,10

inconsistencies are automatically detected and resolved interactively. In our approach, the model merging process produces a11

consistent model, i.e., fundamental inconsistencies, which may prevent further processing of the merge result, are avoided.12

7.2 Conflict management13

This section provides a brief overview of related works that have focused on conflict management in model versioning context.14

In general, those works are based on the idea of using techniques to support conflict detection and resolution.15

Altmanniger27 made semantic aspects of modeling languages explicit using semantic views. These semantic views provide16

a canonical representations of the model, which makes certain aspects of the modeling language more explicit. Using these17

different views, semantic conflicts can be reported with the comparison of the semantic views for two concurrently versions.18

This work can be considered complementary to our work, which aims at making the conflict detection more precise by taking19

into account the execution semantics of models. However, unlike our approach, semantic equivalent conflicts which are related20

to the refactoring or complex equivalent concepts cannot be detected. Also, the approach eliminates syntactic redundancies in21

models, but in contrast to our approach, cannot cover syntactic conflicts resulting from atomic and composite change operations.22

Blanc et al.35 provided a general strategy for identifying inconsistencies in models by evaluating the activities of applied23

modification. Inconsistency detection is based on the pre-defined consistency rules and using Prolog-based first-order logic.24

Unlike to our work, the identification of semantic equivalences in case of syntactic redundancies is not considered.25

Taentzer et al.36 proposed a formal approach to integrating assigned graphs using graph transformations and theory of cate-26

gories. In this approach, operation-based and state-based conflicts as two types of conflicts are described based on the concept of27

graph modifications. On the one side, operation-based conflicts are identified by first extracting minimal rules and then checking28

for possible parallel dependent transformations as critical pairs. A minimal rule is a minimal set of operations which contains29

all atomic actions that are performed by the given graph modification. The detection of conflict is then based on the overlap30

of matched rules as parallel dependencies between graph transformations and critical pairs extraction. On the other side, state-31

based conflicts are identified by reviewing the merged graphs against graph constraints. In this approach, operations are specified32

simply by rules, and conflicts are identified with negative conditions. However, in contrast to our approach, the detection of33

operation sequences, semantic equivalent modifications, and resolution of detected conflicts are not considered.34

Cicchetti et al.37 proposed a domain-specific language that is able to specify both syntactic and semantic conflicts using the35

difference model which describes the modifications performed on subsequent versions of one model. In this approach, conflicts36

are specified as conflict models which represent not allowed contemporary matches and are formalized in terms of relations37

between subsequent versions of the difference model. However, the semantic equivalent conflicts can not specify using this38

formalism. In this respect, we give modelers intentions in the first phase of our approach and enable our approach to preserve39

the merged model from semantic equivalent conflict.40

Brosch et al.38 provided conflict detection characteristics that are improved by user-defined activities. It also offers chara-41

teristics for collaborative conflict resolution that enable the implementation of conflict resolution policies. If the resolution is42

performed manually, it is analyzed to derive resolution recommendations for similar situations that occur in future scenarios. In43

contrast to our approach, this tool does not provide a formal treatment of conflict detection and resolution.44

The approach presented by Altmanninger et al.39 facilitate the specification of modeling language semantics, which is nec-45

essary for accurate conflict detection. The authors exemplify how semantics can improve the accuracy of conflict detection and46

how these conflicts can be presented to modelers. On the one hand, models that are in conflict from the syntactic point of view47

may be merged without any conflict based on their semantics. On the other hand, specific models that are not in conflict syntac-48

tically may not be merged without conflicts based on their semantics. Similar to our approach, this tool enables the definition of49
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rules for conflict detection and resolution based on both syntax and semantics. However, syntactically different but semantically1

equivalent parts in concurrently modified models, as well as their impact on conflict detection, are not considered.2

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK3

Themain purpose of this paper is to present a customizable process for three-waymodelmerging based on the Epsilon framework4

in order to enable software engineers to combine versions of the samemodel. It provides the designers with comparing, matching,5

and merging capabilities according to the user-defined rules. In this process, all similar elements are identified, and this prevents6

the semantic equivalent conflicts of the input versions. The proposed merge process automatically avoids the merged model from7

multiple syntactic and semantic conflicts. Conflict detection and resolution patterns can be used to preserve inconsistencies. It8

also supports user-defined constraints that guide the process to validate the consistency of the merged model.9

The proposed process is fully implemented as a toolkit for supporting all phases of the merge process as part of the Epsilon10

framework. The tool operates on the well-known open-source components of the Eclipse framework. We applied two generic11

benchmarks to assess conflict detection and resolution capabilities of our approach and carried out an initial scalability evaluation12

for model merge with large models and large change sets. The results show that all test cases are passed and the process derives13

consistently and semantically correct merge. Running the scalability benchmark demonstrated that the required execution time14

exponentially grows with an increasing number of model elements. However, with the increasing number of concurrent changes,15

the execution time grows linearly, and only a slight increase in runtime has been perceived.16

The future work includes, among others: i) the extension of process to support any kind of semantic conflict, ii) the support for17

complex dependencies between conflicts that resolution of one has side effect on the other, iii) the extension of toolkit to operate18

on well-known open source components, such as EMF Compare for model comparison, iv) the extension of our process and19

toolkit to support real-time merge on the Epsilon framework, and v) automatically generation of the Epsilon scripts to provide20

facilities not only for comparing, merging and validating model versions but also for detection and resolution pattern in the21

E3MP process.22
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